
 

  



 

PRIVATE CRUISES: 

 

Book a private cruise with Paleoseamasters and live the experience of a lifetime!  

Create your own route! 

Stop wherever you want for snorkelling or fishing! 

Experienced captains, certified boats, all the safety regulations included. 

Let us take you to a journey that you will remember forever and enjoy the breath-taking scenery, 

the unspoiled nature and the crystal clear waters of Palaiokastritsa. 

Excellent service and the best quality in Palaiokastritsa. This is not an empty statement, it is the 

truth!!! 

Free drinks (water, juice, soft drinks, beer) and fruits. Free snorkelling gear and fishing rods 

 

Free transfer from your villa to Palaiokastritsa and back is available after arrangement.  

The suggested duration is 4-5 hours. At this period of time the customer can enjoy a route on boat 

that is satisfactory in duration, a caves sightseeing route and there will be still time left for stops for 

swimming or snorkelling. After the private cruise there is going to be time left for lunch (which we 

can arrange a reservation for our clients, not included in the price though) and our clients can 

explore on themselves our beautiful area.  

https://www.facebook.com/paleoseamasters/?fref=mentions


Maximum capacity of the cruise 7 people. Prices: 200 euros first hour, 100 per hour for the following 

hours. Our private cruises are conducted with the boat below.  

 

 



 

 



 

 



SUNSET CRUISES 

Live the experience, enjoy a beautiful cruise led by our experienced captains for 1,5 hour and 
see the Blue Cave, St. Nikolas Cave and all the other breathtaking Caves located here in 
Palaiokastritsa area! Don't miss it!!! 

15 € per person  

(FREE transfer from our office to the port and back 🚌, FREE wine 🍷for everyone and juice for children. 

Available discounts for larger groups) 

 

The sunset cruise has no fixed days. When the weather allows it, we always plan it on a regular basis 

every two or three days. We offer free transfer from our office to the port and back. If the customers 

wish we can do a private sunset cruise after arrangement. The price for a private sunset cruise is 300 

euros. The boats that are used for particular cruise are of the following type.   

 



 



 

 



 

 



 

  



 

BOAT RENTALS: 

You can see our brochure following with our boats for rent. Anyone interested can also rent a boat 

from our website www.corfuboathire.gr , and they can also see on our official page on facebook 

(@paleoseamasters) the 360o videos of our boats, so that they can see exactly which boat they will 

rent. The consumption of the gas is not included on the price of the rental, which is measured upon 

the return of the boat at the port. It is advised that customers should always contact with our office 

before so that we can recommend the perfect choice for everyone.  

 

http://www.corfuboathire.gr/






 


